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COMPANY OVERVIEW
For almost 30 years, we supply and manage the 
appropriate technology and resources to support 
the entrepreneurial spirit and profitable growth of 
medium and large sized companies and Government 
entities around the globe. 

In particular, we design, provide and enable novel, 
end to end IT solutions for all business functions, 
on time and on budget, both on premise and in 
the cloud, to help independent enterprises grow 
and compete.

Our continued growth is based on relentless 
innovation, a rather diverse portfolio, our ability to 
anticipate and effectively respond to ever-changing 
customer requirements, and a broad ecosystem of 

partners.  Throughout the last 3 decades, we have 
successfully delivered appropriately customized 
business IT solutions across at least 16 different 
industries in the US, the EU and Eastern Europe, 
the Middle East and North Africa. During the same 
period, we have also participated in major R&D 
projects worldwide.

We have also been extremely successful in exploring 
niche markets for our territory, and timely exit 
them when they became mature enough, to ripe 
benefits optimally. Leveraging on partnership with 
the right investors has proved a highly effective 
process throughout our evolution.

HELPING 
ORGANIZATIONS 
ACHIEVE OPTIMAL 
RESULTS FROM 
THEIR SOFTWARE 
INFRASTRUCTURE
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Education
Postgraduate BachelorPhD10% 35% 55%

Sex

WomenMen61% 39%

Age (y.o.)
30 - 49 50+21- 296% 82% 12%

Schedule
Part timeFull time89% 11%

Structure

Administration EngineeringManagement31% 14% 55%

me

Our business offerings include content management systems, enterprise resource 
planning solutions, financial planning and budget monitoring platforms, human capital 
management solutions, web site & mobile apps design and development, custom software 
engineering and business operations outsourcing services. 

Within this framework, we have managed to build up an extensive client base of private 
and public organizations, both domestic and abroad, which operate in various industry 
sectors including media, telecoms, banking and finance, pharmaceuticals, government, 
tourism and hospitality, retail, health, education, business information, manufacturing, 
shipping, distribution and engineering. Our client list features both industry leaders in 
our territory, as well as global players. Indicatively, the former are best represented by 
Wind Hellas, Celestyal Cruises, Labrakis Publishing, Naftemporiki newspaper, the News 
Agencies of Portugal, Poland and Tunisia, Kyknos Cannery, National Bank of Greece, Ministry 
of Economy, Development and Tourism, whereas the latter include Google, TITAN, IKEA, 
Eurobank, Media Saturn, Vivartia, Camelot Group and OpenBet. 

Today we employ over 70 highly-skilled professionals, we operate our own R&D business 
unit and we run a subsidiary in London UK along with an extensive Reseller partners’ 
network across Europe and US. 
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OUR MISSION, COMMITMENT AND ASPIRATIONS

In a constantly changing world economy, we 
enable organizations to tackle complexity by 
unlocking their ability to run their daily operations 
in a smooth way. This principle guides everything 
we do and powers our customers’ transformation 
into digital businesses.

• Our mission is to be a leading provider 
of industry-agnostic software solutions 
and services that support our customers’ 
transformation transformation to true digital 
enterprises by providing cutting edge software 
solutions and services. 

• We are committed not only to meet the needs 
of customers but also to make the “extra mile” 
for our customers to enjoy value that exceeds 
their expectations.

• We want ATC to remain a pioneer, developing 
innovative new technologies, services and solutions 
to meet our customers’ most critical needs.

COMPANY POLICIES
At ATC, we believe that Quality Management is 
a primary factor in meeting the requirements of 
customers and developing relationships of trust 
with them. To meet this objective, our corporate 
management system is compliant with all the 
requirements of the EN ISO 9001:2008 Standard 
on Quality Management. 

Moreover, we acknowledge information security 
as of strategic importance, in order to ensure the 
continuous operation, proper management and 
implementation of provided services and solutions. 
For that reason, our management system is also 
based on the requirements of EN ISO 27001: 2013 
Standard on Information Security Management.  
Last but not least, we comply with the existing 
domestic and European environmental legislation, 
something that is depicted with our certification on 
the requirements of EN ISO 14001:2004 Standard 
on Environment Management. 

We are committed to continuously improve the 
performance of our management system through 
periodic reviews, i.e. by refreshing its objectives 
and targets to ensure their relevance to our 
organization’s activities.

CUSTOMER CENTRIC
Great customer experiences require the 
alignment of technology around internal 
business processes and goals. For organisations 
operating at scale, this requires new ways of 
working, that combine technical agility with a 
relentless focus on the customer. 

At Athens Technology Center, we respect our 
customers’ strategy and design solutions 
exploiting best of breed technology. We put the 
customer at the center of a multidisciplinary, 
agile approach: we deliver digital transformation 
fast and in proportion by obtaining insight, 
building interaction, developing integration 
and unlocking innovation - with the customer’s 
journey at the center of everything we do.

ALIGNMENT 
OF STRATEGY, 

DESIGN, AND 
TECHNOLOGY 
AROUND THE 

CUSTOMER 
JOURNEY
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INVESTORS

INNOVATION LAB
Our dedicated R&D business unit focuses on innovation aspects, and on turning promising ideas into 
concrete and robust products, in a cost and time-efficient manner. Its teams collaborate closely with 
distinct academic and research institutions (such as the London Imperial College, Frauhofer, DFKI, 
CNR, INRIA) and major leaders of global ICT sector (like Google, IBM, HP, ATOS, SAP and NOKIA). 

Within this framework, in 2014 we stood as one of the founding members of the Big Data Value 
Association (BDVA). In addition, in 2016 we were awarded twice with funding from Google’s 
Digital News Initiative (DNI) to develop a collaboration platform aiming to aid journalists assess 
the trustworthiness of news content found in social media (in cooperation with Deutsche Welle), 
followed by a robot assisted journalism platform (in collaboration with the Cyprus News Agency).

Why invest 
in Greek ICT Market

• Outstanding pool of intellectual capital 

• Lowest labor attrition rates

• Cost effective 

• Western mentality & quality standards

• Proximity & Mobility

• Eurozone member state

• Extensive funding opportunities & existing ICT 
Infrastructure

Why invest 
in ATC

• Solid track record of growth - extensive 
expertise in global, resource-critical markets

•  Strong Financial Rating - access to Business 
Insurance & Financing, regular return of capital 
to shareholders through annual dividend

•  Globally competitive talent pool

•  Flexible & Agile; strong emphasis on Client 
Strategy

According to the recent global ICT Market Report  for 2016, as prepared by IDC in close 
collaboration with the European IT Observatory (EITO) Task Force, all subcategories of 
Information Technology in Greece (Projects, Outsourcing, Support & Deploy, Consulting and 
BPO) will move upwards, with their value enhanced.  

In fact, the Greek ICT sector has proven quite resilient to the recent economic downturn, 
driven by a high degree of new technology uptake. Greece’s innovation hubs are picking 
up momentum, with a wide range of top notch international research taking place at the 
main domestic Information & Communication Technology (ICT) clusters. Greece offers the 
opportunity to recruit top ICT talent at a fraction of the cost elsewhere, a fact that clearly 
states Greece’s investment opportunity to international ICT companies: the provision of 
value adding services from a support center in Greece!
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SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS 
Budgeting Planning & Monitoring
In cooperation with DSPanel, we bring pcFinancials platform, 
exclusively for Greece and Cyprus, to offer you the most modern 
unified system for Business Intelligence, Performance Management 
& Advanced Analytics. The platform fully supports reporting, planning, 
budgeting, consolidating, dashboarding, scorecarding, and many more 
functions of the Financial Management division. It is an ERP agnostic 
platform, provided in both on premise or cloud model. 

Human Capital Management
In cooperation with industry leaders like Saba, Oracle, Microsoft 
and Trivantis, we provide on premise and cloud-based solutions 
and services for Learning, Recruitment, Certification Management, 
Talent Management, Virtual Classroom and Collaboration as well 
as professional services, like custom course development and 
integration with third party platforms including HRMS, LMS and 
Virtual Classroom, Intranets, Web portals and more. 

Information & Content Management
Infoasset is our proprietary platform that fully enables communication, 
press office, regulatory or legal division of any organization to 
manage the entire volume of information collected, providing easy 
access to organized news or other content. Infoasset also supports 
the appropriate workflows for creating and distributing content 
to both external and internal stakeholders, via different channels. 
Indicatively, it can serve media & brand monitoring activities and 
corporate publishing processes, while providing sophisticated digital 
asset management tools.

Document management
Based on open standards for you to leverage existing systems and 
integration with third party systems, we have developed docasset,  a 
complete paperless document management software solution that 
allows your organization to increase efficiency and security, mitigate 
compliance risks, save physical space and reduce carbon footprint - all 
without fundamental changes to existing workflows and processes. 
The platform encompasses all processes that your organization uses 
as it pertains to capturing, storing, securing, protocol labeling, and 
retrieving documents on a daily basis.

Web Sites, E-commerce & Mobile apps
Our proprietary webasset and mobileasset platforms, are the ideal 
solutions for creating, managing and maintaining personalized content, 
and seamlessly delivering it across multiple channels - whether it is 
a corporate or community website, a mobile application, an on-line 
store, a media portal, even social media. They constitute a cost efficient 
choice, enabling authoring by non-technical users while keeping your 
internal content management life cycle simple and efficient. 

Our product portfolio includes industry agnostic and 
industry specific solutions. Our teams design and 
develop proprietary platforms or act as implementers 
and integrators for third party software.  Whichever the 
case, optimizing productivity and securing a short return 
on investment period are the basic business drivers for 
all our services. 
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SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS 
Enterprise Resource Planning
We are the Authorized Distributor of Epicor ERP, MRP and CRM 
solutions in Greece and neighbor countries, having achieved 
over 15 certifications for successful implementations in supply 
chain, manufacturing, shipping, media, insurance, banking, 
healthcare, retail and public sectors. Designed to maximize 
productivity in every area of your organization, Epicor ERP 
solutions are fully and successfully adapted to the requirements 
of the local tax and accounting system. 

Financial Management for Banking
FOS suite supports banking and financial institutions to 
streamline and control the entire budgeting process, providing 
all typical financial planning modules properly adapted to 
the industry’s needs and workflows. Based on EPM Canvas 
Planning Server suite of Epicor ERP, the platform helps you 
reduce reconciliation costs, increase information quality and 
extends the capability of their general ledger software to 
handle Accounts Payable and Fixed Assets Management. FOS 
Suite also encourages enterprise-wide collaboration with 
unrivalled flexibility, integration and operational coherence. 

News Management
Newsasset Suite is our proprietary Editorial, Digital Asset 
Management and Multichannel Distribution System for 
Publishing Organizations and News Agencies. This cloud based 
platform covers the publishing and news distribution process 
end-to-end, while streamlining the enterprise workflow, 
from aggregating and selecting (verifying and grouping), to 
editorial & issue planning, tracking, and automatic layout to 
the seamless cross channel publishing of multimedia news, all 
from one system.

CUSTOM SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
& BUSINESS PROCESS OPERATIONS
The company has successfully designed and implemented a variety of custom solutions for Gaming, 
Betting, Media, and Banking industries. Following Agile methodologies, we create work teams 
configured to your specific needs and requirements, which will seamlessly co-operate with your 
home-based resources. Our extended expertise in web, mobile, cloud and database areas, secure 
a customized service that meets your technology strategy tightly. Whether it’s an experimental first 
step, an one-off project that would stretch heavily on your resources, or even if you wish to outsource 
a whole process or business, we can handle it.
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Alpha Bank 

Bancpost (Romania)

Burgan Bank (Turkey)

Eurobank EFG

Eurobank Serbia (Serbia)

Eurolife ERB (Greece, Romania)

National Bank of Greece

NBG Securities

Polbank EFG (Poland)

Banking & Insurance Manufacturing & Food processing

Consulting & Education

Tourism & Catering

Health & Pharma

Retail, Logistics

Lottery, Gaming & Betting

Alpha Laval

Aluminion of Greece

D.A. Dellis

FARAD

Hellenic Petroleum

ITT Industries

Kyknos Cannery

Theon Sensors

Vlachos Bros

TITAN

Euroconsultants

Manpower

PRC group

Eurolab

Evrognosi

University of Piraeus

Aegean University

Celestyal Cruises

Louis Hotels (Greece, Cyprus)

Everest

Athenian Clinic

Euroclinic (Greece, Romania)

Demo Pharmaceutical

Pharmacon Pharmaceutical

Fourlis Group

Media Saturn

Speedex

Synergy

Camelot Group (UK) OpenBet (UK)

Computer Technology 
Institute and Press

Cyprus Academy of Public 
Administration

General Secretariat of 
Research & Technology

Information Society

Information Training Local 
Development SA

Ministry of Defense - 
Naval History Department

Ministry of Economy, 

Development & Tourism - 
Management Organization 
Unit of Development 
Programs

Ministry of Environment 
and Energy

National School of Public 
Health

Regeneration

Youth and Lifelong 
Learning Foundation 

Public sector & NGOs Datamed

Squid Solutions (France)

Wind Hellas

Telecoms & ITC

Athens/Macedonian News 

Agency

DIAS Publishing (Cyprus)

Emprossnet

Espresso

Fileleftheros (Cyprus)

Greek Yellow pages

IMH Business (Cyprus)

Labrakis Publishing

LUSA News Agency (Portugal)

Media Fax (Romania)

Naftemporiki

Nea Kriti

News of Rethymno

Niki Publishing

PAP News Agency (Poland)

Peloponissos

Real

Reporter.gr (Cyprus)

Ria Novosti (Russia)

Sigma TV (Cyprus)

TAP News Agency (Tunisia)

Media, Advertising & Directories

CLIENTS INCLUDE
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Contact

Follow Us

10 Rizariou street, 152 33 Halandri, Athens, Greece

company/athens-technology-center

info@atc.gr +30 210 6874300

@atc_gr

Athens Technology Center - software house

www.atc.gr


